The economical answer to your post hole needs.

The HD25 and HD35 Series Post Hole Diggers are hydraulically driven and accommodate augers ranging from 6” to 24” in diameter. They are available with a universal quick attach mount, a bolt-on mount for mounting to the side of a bucket on a tractor front-end loader, or with a boom for mounting to a Cat. 1 or 2 3-Point hitch, and meet the heavy duty needs of nurseries, landscapers, contractors, construction companies, ranchers, and land managers. The HD35 will deliver up to 1,605 ft.lbs of torque when industrial-duty is preferred. You can also reverse the auger direction, easing the strain on the auger when extracting it from the ground.

**MOUNTING OPTIONS**

The HD25 and HD35 Post Hole Diggers are available with a universal quick attach mount, a hydraulic driven 3-Point tractor mount, or a bucket mount.